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Clarifying Essential Financial Matters



Frequently Asked Questions
Q. What is “Values Based Financial 
Planning” and how is it different than 
traditional financial planning?
A. It is an individual discovery and 
implementation process focused on fulfilling  
financial goals according to what’s important 
about money to you, while inspiring you to 
spend more time on what’s more important 
than money to you.

Q. Why should I delegate my money 
management to a professional rather than 
manage it for myself?
A. Professionals have access to advanced 
and complexed tools and methods, while 
operating and implementing them more 
proficiently and efficiently due to years of 
repetition. Professionals are kept abreast with 
the most current rules and regulations.

Q. What should I be looking for in a 
financial professional?
A. Look for a significant past combined 
with embracement of the future. In other 
words one that uses cutting edge tools and 

methods, while having enough years of 
experience to instinctively implement them 
most effectively for you. Interpersonal 
chemistry is in high priority of course. You 
obviously need to like and trust your advisor.

Q. How do I avoid outliving my money?
A. You either participate in your 
employer’s defined benefit pension plan or 
establish your own through an individual 
Annuity contract. Annuities are retirement 
contracts issued by insurance companies, 
which typically are able to calculate, price, 
and assume the risk of you (and optionally 
your spouse) outliving your funds.

Q. How do I know if I need life 
insurance and what type should I consider?
A. If you think anyone may miss you 
financially, you may need life insurance. Your 
initial choice would need to be whether to 
rent your insurance coverage for a predefined 
period (Term) or own your coverage while 
accumulating cash value (Permanent).
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What’s important about money to you?
This should be the fundamental question leading our financial conversations. Have you 

ever asked yourself this question? Do you know the answer? If you do that’s great. If you 
don’t, no worries we will figure it out together. Examples of typical responses:

I don’t want to become a burden on my kids
I don’t want to outlive my money
I want my family/children/spouse to be secure
I want to leave a legacy/be significant/gain influence

Values Based Financial Planning is about discovering and fulfilling what’s important about 
money to you.

What’s more important than money to you?
Less commonly asked but equally important to your Values Based Financial Plan. 

Examples of typical responses:
My health
My family/friends/relationship
My travels

What is in common to all these? It is that you need to do them yourself. You can’t delegate 
the participation in your relationships, health, or travels, to anyone else.

Now ask yourself this: Out of 168 hours a week, how many hours would you like to 
dedicate to the more important than money and delegate the financials to me?

Values Based Financial Planning
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“Give me a long enough lever, and a place to set it, and I shall lift the world” - Archimedes

If you are a do-it-yourself investor or have been wondering if you selected the right money 
advisor for you, you may want to consider the following points:

Tools & methods - did you ever start a domestic plumbing repair, like an old rusty 
faucet replacement, and  found yourself stuck after wasting a whole Sunday on it? You call 
a plumber and witness a miraculous challenge resolution within an hour or so. Watching 
the plumber at work you typically realize that the plumber’s solution was no different than 
yours, but rather it was the choice of professional tools and methods in which these tools 
were used that made the difference. Similarly for investing you may be knowledgeable 
about markets, while applying amateur freeware tools used in amateur methods.

Time & repetition – remember the joy of receiving your initial driving permit? The 
challenge of operating the vehicle, while responding to traffic surprises? However, After 
many driving years our attention is dedicated to the traffic (strategic), while the seamless 
vehicle feels like a part of our own body (tactical). I have been helping clients who strive to 
create, grow, protect, preserve, protect, and distribute wealth the most tax efficiently, for 
over 40 years. I can concentrate on the strategic because the tactical is seamless to me.

Flexibility & innovation – would you rather be operated by a surgeon with the most 
experience or the one with the most innovative methods and non-invasive tools? Most of 
us would prefer both. Along with my natural affinity to the digital technology world, I 
have also been blessed with the highest tolerance to change. That allows me to tap into my 
vast experience, while quickly adapting to cutting-edge tools and methods.

By delegating your financial planning and money management to me, you are leveraging a 
powerful professional past that is implemented with tools and methods of the future.

Choosing Your Trusted Adviser
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How can I avoid outliving my money?
One of the most common questions people ask. It is actually not a complicated task. There 

are two common ways to obtain a reliable predictable lifetime income:
Defined Benefit Pension Plan - the oldest type of employer sponsored retirement plan 

that aims to provide you (and optionally your surviving suppose) with lifetime income as a 
percentage of your current compensation. It requires no contributions from you as it is 
typically funded solely by your employer.

Individual Annuity Contract - if your employer doesn’t offer a DBPP or you are self 
employed it may the way to create your own pension plan. Annuities are contracts issued 
by insurance companies, which can calculate, price, and assume the risk of paying 
guaranteeing your (and optionally your surviving spouse’s) lifetime payments*.

Why do annuities seam to be controversial?
Higher fees - Annuities charge insurance fees for assuming your risk of outliving your 

money as well as other optional living and death benefits. These extra fees may sometimes 
be criticized since they cause the contract expenses to be higher than simple investment 
accounts would charge. It’s the optional price of predictability and security.

Forced annuitization - back in the day, historic Annuity contracts forced their owners to 
select single or joint lifetime annual income, while forfeiting access to their principal. This 
feature, called annuitization, has long been coupled with many other principal accessing 
options, which invalidates the typical “Locked in an Annuity” phrase.

Outliving Your Money
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Do I need and should buy life insurance?
To answer these questions you need to consider the following two things:

If you go missing tomorrow, with no forceable return time, will anyone miss you 
financially? Will anyone be, temporarily or permanently, negatively impacted by the 
financial void you left? If the answer is yes, you need life insurance.

Imagine you own a magical machine that constantly provides you with your paycheck 
amount every pay period. No work needed other than feeding it and maintaining it in 
good shape. Would you be missing your magical machine if it broke one day and declared 
irreparable? Would you consider insuring your magical money making machine in case 
that happens? If the answer is yes then, as a money making machine, you should buy life 
insurance on your ability to provide.

What type of life insurance should I consider?
Renting for a while - if you feel that your life insurance coverage is only required for 10, 

15, or 20-year Term Insurance may be a good fit for you. Premiums stay level for the agreed 
upon term and it reaches its end the premium spikes up a lot usually resulting in policy 
cancelation. This type of policy does not accumulate any cash value and missing any 
payment may result in coverage termination.

Owning forever - if you need permanent coverage in a policy that accumulates cash 
value, Whole Life or Universal Life may be a better fit for you. Premiums may be flexible in 
amounts within a certain range and are being divided between the costs and the cash 
value. Cash value accumulates tax deferred as long as the policy is inforce. Subject on the 
policy cash value accumulation it can maintain coverage without payments for a while.

Will You Be Missed?
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Values Based Financial Planning

Phone: (760) 443-1401, Fax: (760) 444-4088 
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What’s important about money to me?
What’s more important than money to me?

I would like to participate in the process of answering these questions through the Values 
Based Financial Planning process.

I’m especially interested in discussing the following components of the plan:

Discover and plan the fulfillment of values that are important about money to me.

Explore if/how my money may be better positioned than it currently is.

Learn what my retirement lifetime income may be, ensuring I don’t outlive my money.

Asses my need for life insurance and determine what type would be a good fit for me.

All of the above are of interest to me.

Print Name: _____________________________________, Phone #: __________________________ 

Cell #: _______________________, Email Address: _______________________________________

Date: _______/_______/____________

Please complete the form and fax or email it back to me at your convenience. Please feel free to 
contact me with any questions by the phone number or email address indicated below.

To Schedule a call or a meting with Tibi Zohar please follow this link calendly.com/tibizohar
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